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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Retail Marketing for Growth and Profitability, designed for small and mid-sized banks, concentrates on building a strong 
retail-based product marketing strategy that will lead to increased product sales and profitability. We will introduce and 
discuss in class the Paradigm Shift in Retail Banking Product Strategy and Profitability brought on by the push for the end 
of overdrafts. A major       focus for the class will be understanding the checking account product and its position within the 
retail strategy   . 
 
The course will take a look at the retail product landscape for banks and position each within the sales and marketing 
strategy. The course will review the following topics: 

 
• Checking Account Strategy - History and Future - Is Free Checking Dead? 
• The Move from Free to Fee 
• Behavior Based Checking Products 
• Review the “new account approval process” after Overdraft Income 
• Profitable Marketing Strategies for Generating Accounts 
• New Account Onboarding Process and Debit Account Risk Management 
• Checking Sales and Performance Measures 
• Digital Marketing Strategies that Work to Increase Product Sales 

 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this course is to help the student understand the profitability of building a strong retail marketing strategy 
for the bank. Today's Banks are bombarded with vendors touting the newest and greatest products to help banks find 
more customers and add profitability. Understanding how these products fit and work with each other is very important, 
but often overlooked. When overlooked, thousands of dollars are never realized to the banks bottom-line. 

 
This class will build upon the student’s core GSB marketing and retail banking classes by focusing on real bank data and 
results. 

 
OBJECTIVES 
After successfully completing this course, students will be able to: 

• Understand the importance and value of a retail marketing strategy 
• Take strategies back to their bank that will have a real impact on earnings 

 
FEATURES 
You will be asked to research a few financial measures for your bank to help with class discussion and your personal 
comparison to best practices. 
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